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Today we are excited to launch and
bring to you the Henri-Lloyd Racing
Club.

The Henri-Lloyd Racing Club is a
global community, providing
professional and weekend warrior
crews with the latest performance kit,
exclusive team pricing, priority access
to our most anticipated releases and
access to competitions and
experiences with Team Henri-Lloyd.

It’s FREE to join and as a thank you
for signing up, we will give you an
exclusive money off welcome voucher
for you to spend on fu... See more
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NEW! Mav Face Coverings from Henri‐Lloyd
by Henri Lloyd 25 Jun 23:00 HKT

Mav Face Covering © Henri‐Lloyd
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Related Articles

Introducing the Henri‐Lloyd Racing Club
Sailing thrives through communities and, in this time of social distancing, bringing people
together through communities in novel and innovative ways helps us all bond when
other methods may not be possible.

Posted on 29 Jul

Mav Face Coverings back in stock
Henri‐Lloyd's hugely popular Mav Face Covering in Navy is now back in stock. Made
from a soft breathable cotton in our own European factory, this pack of 3 non‐medical
Face Coverings are reusable & machine washable at 60 degrees.

Posted on 27 Jul

NEW! Super Tough + Lightweight M‐Pro Smock
New for 2020 the M‐Pro Zip Smock has been engineered from a tough yet lightweight
3L Gore‐Tex laminate to be part of the ultimate racing system for keel boat racers who
demand performance.

Posted on 17 Jul

Upgrade your experience with the M‐Race Jacket
Back when I took part in the Henri‐Lloyd Frostbite Challenge in Sweden, as a crew we
wore the M‐Pro Smock and Salopette combination. We had two days of sunshine, but
December in Marstrand is cold... really cold!

Posted on 13 Jul

Sir Ben Ainslie Q&A
Have you ever wondered what Sir Ben Ainslie's first boat was or where he loves to sail?
We met up with the 4 times Olympic Gold Medallist at the INEOS TEAM UK base for a
short Q&A.

Posted on 26 Jun

We missed you!
At Henri‐Lloyd, your safety and that of our employees is our top priority. With the new
government guidelines in place we are delighted to let you know that our stores will re‐
opening today.

Posted on 17 Jun

NEW! Coolmax® Tube Face Coverings
Made from a super‐soft material, our Coolmax, non‐medical "Buff" style face coverings
are reusable & machine washable at 40 degrees. Perfect for sport and everyday use, they
can be worn in 10 different ways and are lightweight, quick drying & breathable.

Posted on 14 Jun

Henri‐Lloyd and INEOS TEAM UK
Henri‐Lloyd, as a proud partner to INEOS TEAM UK, has been delighted to help protect
the team and keep them safe with a delivery of Henri‐Lloyd Face Coverings as they get
back to their training and development.

Posted on 5 Jun

Face Coverings back in stock at Henri‐Lloyd
The use of face coverings to combat the spread of Covid‐19 is becoming widely
accepted, whilst ensuring medical grade masks are reserved exclusively for our frontline
workers.

Posted on 14 May
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